Newsletter
What Will The “Change for
Good” Process Do For You?

“Change for Good”
Understanding ours and
other’s needs
Keeping the principle of
Cause No Harm firmly in
mind, we promise you 2008
is going to be a very
colourful year for you.

This year we will roll out the
“Change for Good”
process, which identifies
four key personality
characteristics that once
known and observed, will
give you some very
interesting insights about
yourself and others.
You will learn which
characteristic is most
predominant in your
personality and how that is
linked to how you need and
want to be treated.

1. You will understand your
own behaviour, strengths and
improvement opportunities,
and how you can
communicate and interact
with others, both at home
and at work.
2. How to identify someone
else’s behaviour so, that you
can treat them the way they
want and need to be
treated.
3. How to adapt your
behaviour so that you make
all kinds of people at ease
with you and you more at
ease with them.
You will learn the Platinum
Rule:–
“Treat People as they need
and want to be treated”
You will be able to identify:
THE DIRECTOR
THE RELATER

At the same time, as you
become familiar with the
process, you will observe
other people’s
characteristics
and learn
Think
Think before you
Think
the bestbefore
way
to
act
before
communicate
to
them
you act and
you act
garner their support.

THE THINKER
THE SOCIALISER
Watch this space for further
details coming to you!!

Our Vision:
Together we establish a
world class oil and gas
service organisation by
2012
Did You Know?
Your Swiber senior
management team
conducted an intensive
three day strategic
meeting from 19th - 21st
Jan 08, to determine the
direction we wish to take
during this next 12 months
and beyond.
Inspired by Raymond and
facilitated by Jeu Nam,
the three days were
energised by personal
discovery and promise of
a very optimistic future for
our company.
On page three of this
newsletter, you can see
some of the discussion
that took place in terms of
where we have come
from, our strengths,
redefining “failure” and
success.
“I sincerely thank you in
anticipation of what we
will achieve this year”

Raymond
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PROJECT UPDATE
Swiber Conquest at Anchorage

PPP Jacket Prior to Installation
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The Ongoing Swiber Success Story
•
•
•
•
•

Established in 1996, Swiber successfully started as a marine transport provider with a fleet
of tugs and barges
In 2002, Swiber was successful in strategically shifting its focus away from pure play
vessel chartering towards offshore EPCIC services
On the 8th of November 2006, Swiber successfully listed on the Singapore Stock
Exchange
In February 2007, Swiber successfully secured its single largest contract ever, from Shell
Brunei amounting to USD 146 million
In November 2007, Swiber successfully incorporated its Offshore Drilling arm. Within the
same month, Swiber successfully secured its first maiden drilling contract from Nucoastal
for a 12-month drilling contract

Our Strengths:
•
•
•
•

•

Engineering , construction, marine and drilling contractor: providing full field solutions to
the offshore oil and gas industry
Engineering expertise: conceptual studies, design, construction and installation
Construction know-how: experience and innovative solutions deliver complex and
integrated projects to clients in challenging offshore environments
Strong people and marine asset base: investing in having the best experts and
operating our own construction vessels, marine support vessels, shipyard, diving systems
and drilling barges
Highly experience drilling personnel : providing innovative drilling solutions

Redefining “Failure” - to see it as an opportunity for learning and growth:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

People think failure is avoidable. It’s not.
People think failure is an event. It’s not.
People think failure is objective. It’s not.
People think failure is the enemy. It’s not.
People think failure is irreversible. It’s not.
People think failure is a stigma. It’s not.
People think failure is final. It’s not.

Redefining Success:
•

Success is a life and work that brings personal fulfillment and lasting relationships
and makes a difference in the world in which we live in.

•

Success is knowing your purpose in life, growing up to reach your maximum
potential and sowing seeds that benefit others.”-John Maxwell

You are part of the Swiber Success Story
(To be continued)
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